Accolades

Dallas–Fort Worth is one of the top regions in the nation for business thanks to a low cost of living, business-friendly environment, strong base of well-educated and skilled employees, and robust access to both U.S. and international markets through its transportation network.

Year after year, the region’s selling points are lauded by business experts at respected publications, including Bloomberg Businessweek, Forbes, Fortune, and Site Selection Magazine. Key metrics tracked by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, which covers an area that includes Texas, northern Louisiana, and southern New Mexico, show the region to be among the strongest in the country.

Additionally, the communities comprising the Dallas–Fort Worth region are consistently ranked among the top places to work, the best places to live, and the best places for investment.

“The North Texas region today provides AECOM additional benefits as a corporate hub and talent magnet for the engineering and consulting industry...”
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10. Kimberly-Clark (Irving)
30. City of Dallas (#2 city)
38. DFW International Airport (#1 airport)

The Dallas Region added 267 New Residents within EPA's Green Power Partnership

Natural Increase: 36%
Net Migration: 64%
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Dallas-Fort Worth was first among large metros to recover pandemic job losses. DFW has added more jobs in the past 3 years than the next two metros combined.
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Best State for Business

Chief Executive Magazine

18 Consecutive Years

FORTUNE 10 COMPANIES

Tied with San Jose, NYC, L.A., and Chicago are home to none.

GLOBAL 50 COMPANIES

Tied with Seattle. Only Beijing is home to more.
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